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Terms like ‘narrative’ and ‘story’ are pretty confusing for a person who grew up in linguistic
anthropology, where both have been used in a
variety of ways for a century or so. The author
tries to clarify the terms with the following
steps. First, investor Peter Lynch’s popular use
of ‘story’ serves as an informal and accessible example to narrow the focus, and Weick’s concept
of ‘sensemaking’ brings ‘story’ into the realm of
organizational research and practice. Next we
draw on the recent work on ‘living narrative’
E\2FKVDQG&DSSV7KHLUìYHGLPHQVLRQVRI
narrative give sensemaking a more grounded
and detailed meaning. Then concepts from discourse analysis allow us to evaluate sensemakLQJIRULWVìWZLWKLGHDVDERXWDQRUJDQL]DWLRQDV
a complex co-evolutionary system.

H

ere is the basic argument. An interest in
complex co-evolutionary systems arose and
continues to grow in organizations because
of an increasing frequency of unexpected changes in
the worlds they interact with. Traditional models
that rely on independent variables and linear cause
and equilibrium states cannot handle such problems.
Complexity models take the facts of interdependence
and nonlinearity and dynamics as foundational. So
organizations look to complexity for ideas on how to
handle this brave new constantly changing world.
The problem of frequent and surprising
FKDQJHLVQRWQHZ,Q$OYLQ7RIíHULQKLVERRN
Future Shock (1970), had already noticed that change
was increasing at an increasing rate. For that matter,
so did Henry Adams with his ‘Law of Acceleration’
in 1904 (1999). Complexity theory, a later arrival
WKDWíRXULVKHGLQWKHVQRWRQO\QRWLFHVWKLV
but predicts it based on the increased connections,
interactions and feedback loops that our accelerating
processes of globalization have brought, and are still
bringing about. Any organization, any node, in the
global network can now expect frequent perturbations from God knows where, God knows when.
So, one characteristic of an organization
adapting to this complex world lies in the recognition
of a simple principle. Stability is no longer the norm,
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with change as the exceptional event. Now change
is the norm, with stability as exceptional. Complex
organizations lead, manage and practice based on
that fact.
Given this principle, a large number of consequences need to be spelled out and tested in the
ìHOGRIRUJDQL]DWLRQDOOLIHDSURFHVVQRZRQJRLQJ
A sampling of the many implications of the principle
can be found in sources such as Olson and Eoyang’s
(2001) and Stacy’s (2001) applications of complexity
to organizational development.
In this article, I only mean to deal with onee of
those consequences. The change principle needs to
be linked to the way people in the organization use
language to notice unexpected events and make sense
out of them. Once again, the basic idea here is an old
one that pre-dates complexity theory. People who
actually do things in an organization will have good
ideas about how to do those things better. The idea
has its roots in early ‘human relations’ antidotes to
VFLHQWLìFPDQDJHPHQW 7UDKDLU ,WGHYHORSHG
with Drucker’s early writings on the ‘knowledge
ZRUNHUp 'UXFNHU DQGLWVXUIDFHVLQPRVWDOO
of the trendy management models of the last few
decades.
Let’s call this simple idea the ‘local knowledge’ principle. And once again, notice that the
principle is rich in consequences for leadership,
management and work.
Now combine the principle of local knowledge with the principle of continual change and
look at language. Perturbations, which occur with
increasing frequency, are surprises - low probability
HYHQWVWKDWDUHìUVWQRWLFHGLQWKHRUJDQL]DWLRQDO
sites where they have an impact. ‘Notice’ means
news, hot topics, something that we will discuss under ‘tellability’ later in this article. An organization,
then, can use these local noticings to spot perturbations. Local knowledge, or, more precisely, surprises
with reference to it, serve as early warning signs of
changes that an organization should monitor.
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But noticing, useful as it might be, isn’t
enough to take advantage of all that local knowledge
has to offer. Practitioners are rich resources of experience, evaluation and innovation. Practitioners don’t
just notice. They talk about what they notice with
each other. The talk sets the new event in context,
OLQNVLWWRSRVVLEOHFDXVHVVLJQLìFDQWDFWRUVDQGUHlated events. The talk speculates on what the change
means, uses the talk to imagine a future that includes
it. An organization needs to take such talk seriously,
not only as an indication that a potentially important
change is underway, but also as a resource to evaluate
and act on it.
None of this means that local noticing and
talk is the only way to build complexity into an organization that matches the complexity of an interconnected changing world. Nor does it mean that local
noticing and talking are necessarily correct and that
all other sources are always wrong.
But this article does argue that local noticing, and local talking about what is noticed, should
be valued by an organization in a complex world.
When change is assumed to be the normal situation,
and when those closest to the change are viewed as
sensitive reporters and creative problem-solvers,
then opening a space for that talking and enabling
its wider distribution makes a lot of sense.
I think this is one of the reasons for interest
in story and narrative in the organization. Story and
narrative point towards those moments that open
with shared noticing of a change among co-workers,
moments that continue with subsequent efforts to
make sense of that change. If ‘complex’ organization means an organization capable of responding to
frequent surprising changes, then local noticings and
stories are critical resources to develop that capability.
The problem here is, ‘story’ and ‘narrative’
are used in many different ways. One popular use of
the term ‘story’ comes to mind as a good example of
how to adapt the term to our quest for local knowledge in a time of change. In Beating the Street (Lynch,
1994), one of his books for the new investor, the legendary Peter Lynch wrote that the secret to investing
was to go after the story of a stock. Lynch encouraged
us little guys to become ethnographers, to look for
company details in our daily life. What were their
stores like in the nearby mall? What did friends say
about them? Any buzz about their products around
the water-cooler at work? Lynch of course also recommended a look at quarterly earnings and debt, but
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it was the pattern of these little local details that gave
an individual investor an advantage over the Wall
St. professional. The little guy could put together a
storyRIZKDWZDVJRLQJRQZLWKDFRPSDQ\E\ìQGing relevant material in everyday life.
And once he put all the details together,
the little guy could examine the ‘arc’ of the story.
Was the company moving in a positive or negative
direction? Was Cinderella on her way out the door
to empty the chamber pot, or off to the ball in a
pumpkin turned into a coach, or rushing home before the gown turned into rags, or watching Prince
Charming slide the glass slipper onto her foot? Or
was it the adult version where the Prince spent the
night and then never called again? Or tried to call
but Cinderella changed her number. Depending on
where the investor picked up the story, s/he would
buy or sell accordingly.
Was Lynch really talking about a story?
Well, no and yes. If you swear by the old Aristotelian
virtues, a story should have a beginning, a middle
and an end - a complication, a development, and
a resolution. What I’ll call ‘Lynch-stories’ do not.
Lynch-stories organize different kinds of information to make a best guess at the near future. Most of
the information will be gathered at the same time as
the story is constructed, and the future that is aimed
for will be close at hand.
We can quibble over where ‘beginning’ and
‘end’ start and stop, but it’s more accurate to say
Lynch-stories are actually in media res with reference
to some larger, more complete story. Lynch-stories
are all development, without the initial complication
DQGWKHìQDOUHVROXWLRQ$WUDGLWLRQDOVWRU\FDQDOVR
begin in media res - no question about it. But with
Lynch-stories, a story doesn’t just start with in media
res. In media res is all you get.
What about narrative instead of story? Is
a Lynch-story a narrative? Well, yes and no. The
heart of narrative is time and cause. There are poststructural arguments that neither time nor cause are
necessary, that a verbal evocative swirl can do the job
as well as the traditional ‘this happened and then this
happened and so look how it turned out in the end’.
For purposes of this article, I’d like to rule out nonnarrative stories, not on any interesting intellectual
grounds, but just because I’ve got enough problems
to deal with as it is.
Grant me that time and cause are the heart
of narrative. Is a Lynch-story a narrative? Cause is
E:CO Vol. 7 Nos. 3-4 2005 pp. 23-34

certainly key, but with a twist. ‘Cause’ in traditional
narrative is about putting things together to explain
something that the narrator - and maybe the audience
- already knows has happened. But in a Lynch-story,
cause means guessing about something that hasn’t
happened yet, something that the ‘author’ doesn’t
know either. There may be more than one guess, and
the guesses might be wrong. The audience can’t just
enjoy the way the author gets them there. There isn’t
any ‘there’, there and won’t be until after the story is
done.
A Lynch-story is more an open-ended exploration, where information of all types is gathered
DQGSXWWRJHWKHUWRìJXUHRXWZKDWmight happen.
Cause in a Lynch-story is more about guessing the
near future using whatever information is available.
Experiences go into words, and the words reduce the
size of a large space of possibilities, and within that
space the story makes some paths more likely than
others.
In this sense, a Lynch-story is very much
about cause in a narrative sense. But the time-line
is more abbreviated than usual. The ‘this happened
and this happened’ are more co-occurring rather than
sequential events widely separated in time. The time
range of a Lynch-story is narrower than the concept
of narrative leads us to expect.

W

hy all this obsession with Peter Lynch?
After all, his advice didn’t make me rich.
I draw from him here because his use of
‘story’ does offer a clear example of the problem I
want to work on in this article.
The problem is this: ‘story’ and ‘narrative’ are
extremely rich and ambiguous concepts with a long
DQGFRQWHQWLRXVSHGLJUHHLQPDQ\ìHOGVKDYLQJWRGR
ZLWKKXPDQH[SUHVVLRQODQJXDJHOLWHUDWXUHìOP
the plastic arts, music, etc. As I look at the concepts
through my background in linguistic anthropology, I
ìQGZKDW,UHDGDQGKHDUFRQIXVLQJ,QWKHKRSHWKDW
some of my confusion might be helpful to others, I’d
like to use this article to clarify if not resolve it.


7KHìUVWFODULìFDWLRQoVWRU\pDQGoQDUUDWLYHp
are actually about many different ways that language
is used. The variety I will focus on here foregrounds
a Lynch-type story, an in media res construction out
of lived experience, without a clear sense of a beginning or end, but with a clear interest in guessing why
something happened and how what happened might
effect the very near future.
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This of course isn’t the only way the concepts might be used, but it is one way. And this
way of narrowing the concepts brings us to another
well-known concept that links Lynch-stories to organizations. Karl Weick writes about what he calls
‘sensemaking’, a term I will use for the rest of the
article as a label for this Winch-like use of language
in organizational contexts. Weick describes it like
this:
“…sensemaking is about such things as placement
of items into frameworks, comprehending, redressing surprise, constructing meaning, interacting in
pursuits of mutual understanding, and patterning”
(1995: 6).
1RWH[DFWO\DFULVSGHìQLWLRQEXWFOHDUO\UHODWHGWR
the earlier discussion of Lynch-stories. Important as
his concept is, it suffers from the same problem as the
use of ‘narrative’ and ‘story’ earlier in this article. It
rambles all over the discourse territory.
Sensemaking isn’t the only related concept,
far from it. David Boje, an editor of this special issue,
talks about ‘antenarrative’, which is the “fragmented,
nonlinear, incoherent, collective, unplotted and prenarrative speculation, a bet” (Boje, 2001: 1). His
book offers several approaches, drawn from literary
theory, to undermine a polished story and convert
it into antenarrative. Boje highlights the dynamic
and improvisational nature of sensemaking and offers methods to force its occurrence. But again, he
remains distant from the linguistic detail.
Jose Fonseca takes a different approach,
drawing on the symbolic interaction of George
Herbert Mead. He describes the conditions, the ‘enabling constraints’, that an organization must offer
for sensemaking to be useful. “Innovation will be
presented as the emergent continuity and transformation of patterns of human interaction, understood
as ongoing, ordinary complex responsive processes
of human relating in local situations in the living
present” (Fonseca, 2002: 3). It is here that “innovative meanings emerge.” He spells out some of these
‘enabling constraints’, such as adequate diversity,
but also commonality, trust among participants, and
the like. But as in the symbolic interactionism from
which he draws, there is little about language itself.
As part of his general theory of dynamic ecoQRPLFSURFHVV'DYLG/DQH /DQH 0D[ìHOG 
introduces the notion of ‘generative relationship’ as
the kind of “productive human relating” that Fonseca
describes. He emphasizes how, within a relationship
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with enough solidarity and agreement such that
communication can occur, the right balance of differences in perspective will generate innovation. Lane
anticipates this article with his emphasis on continual
conversation in the face of change, but again, he stops
before reaching the level of conversational detail.
These different angles on sensemaking
:HLFN%RMH)RQVHFD/DQHDQGRWKHUVìWWKHFRQcept we’re after, how it is that people in the organization notice frequent changes and then talk them over.
But they still don’t get as close to the living narrative
ground as I want to go with my background and biases from linguistic anthropology. If we zoom in on
one of an organization’s small groups in the middle
of sensemaking, what would be the texture of what
we hear? How would the talk look in a transcript?

F

or now let’s stick with ‘sensemaking’ as our
general cover term. Sensemaking occurs when
a group uses language to collectively link
something that happened with a guess about why it
occurred, and what changes it might bring about in
the near future. Sensemaking is a social in media res
construction where time and cause come together to
explore possible futures.
People who do the frontline work notice a
perturbation and make sense out of it. Usually we
associate this sensemaking with the water-cooler,
the car pool, or the long lunch. Now we want to
make more of it than that. We want it to be incorporated into an organization as a regular process for
monitoring and evaluating changes. Sensemaking
becomes a cornerstone for the bottom-up innovation
advocated by complexity-theory oriented sources
cited earlier. Whether the sensemaking is useful or
whether changes actually result from it - these are of
course other questions that we discuss later.
Suppose someone, somewhere, built a
GUHDPRUJDQL]DWLRQWKDWìJXUHGRXWKRZWRVXSSRUW
and use sensemaking among its members. Suppose
we lifted the roof off and eavesdropped on the talking that went on inside of it. Suppose we listened for
sensemaking, either as researchers from the school
of business and management or as organizational
consultants looking for some ‘positive deviance’ to
amplify. Could we, with all that linguistic anthropological baggage I drag around, know in advance what
a sensemaking session should sound like?
Here I can draw on decades of research on
how people use language in daily life, work called
discourse analysis, conversational analysis, prag-
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matics, and other unprintable things. This diffuse
ìHOGLVRIWHQDQFKRUHGLQWKHSLRQHHULQJìHOGZRUNRI
Bronislaw Malinowski, who worked on the Trobriand Islands early in the twentieth century. There are
many other honored ancestors, such as Bhaktin and
:LWWJHQVWHLQDVZHOO$OORIWKHPWULHGWRìJXUHRXW
how people use language to make life happen even as
they live it. That’s what we want to do for organizations with the concept of sensemaking. Let’s see if
we can use the ancestors to bring Weick’s concept to
life.

T

o do so I will draw heavily on the recent work
of a descendant of those ancestors, linguistic
anthropologist Eleanor Ochs, whose book
Living Narrative (Ochs & Capps, 2001) with the late
Lisa Capps offers concepts for the grounded analysis
of sensemaking as well as for the complications in
the narrative concept that we seek. “Living narratives,” as Ochs and Capps call them, are what happen when people come together to “build accounts
of life events.”
“[N]arrators are often bewildered, surprised, or distressed by some unexpected events and begin recounting so that they may draw conversational partners
INTO DISCERNING THE SIGNIºCANCE OF THEIR EXPERIENCE
Or, narrators may start out with a seamless rendition
of events only to have conversational partners poke
HOLESINTHEIRSTORY)NBOTHCIRCUMSTANCES NARRATIVES
are shaped and re-shaped turn by turn in the course
of conversation” (2001: 2).

7KLVLVTXLWHGLIIHUHQWIURPSROLVKHGìQLVKHG
stories, coherent examples, or stories with a beginning, a middle and an end built on a narrative spine
of chronology and cause. The narratives Ochs and
Capps want to deal with, stories that arise spontaneously in ordinary conversation, aren’t so neat:
“…conversational narrative will include questions,
FODULìFDWLRQV FKDOOHQJHV DQG VSHFXODWLRQVr 
19).
Ochs and Capps don’t want to ignore
smooth traditional narratives or pretend they don’t
exist; they want to broaden the framework that includes them so that we don’t forget the messy end
of the spectrum, the more frequent one, the end
that contains the kind of sensemaking that Weick is
after.
How do they create such a framework, one
that includes both living narratives and polished
SHUIRUPDQFHV"7KH\RXWOLQHìYHGLPHQVLRQVRIQDUrative that show the difference between a smooth,
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polished story and a rough story in media res. The
ìYHGLPHQVLRQVDUH
1. tellership;
2. tellability;
3. embeddedness;
4. linearity, and;
5. moral stance.
Polished and smooth narratives cluster on the left
KDQGVLGHRIWKHVFDOHVGHìQHGE\WKHìYHGLPHQVLRQV
A life history that I gathered years ago, for example,
was on the smooth end. It involved only one active
teller and a story with guaranteed tellability - he’d
told it many times and knew that audiences liked it.
The narrative was not embedded in another event - it
didn’t come up while doing something else; rather,
the situation was organized around the telling itself.
The narrative was linear, a neat sequence of cause and
effect in a story that had a clear beginning, middle and
end. And it had a constant moral stance - in the case
I’m thinking of here, an arc of character development
from down-and-out and alone to sophisticated and
socially connected.
Narratives relevant to an organization can
also be found at the polished and smooth end of the
scale as well. For example, in her chapter in a recent
overview of discourse analysis, Charlotte Linde
writes of the stories organizations tell to teach employees “how things are done around here” (Linde,
2001). In her work, a polished and frequently told
story promotes equilibrium rather than elaborating
on change. This, like the life history narrative, is a
perfectly reasonable use of the narrative concept, but
it is obviously not what I’m after in this article, nor
is it the kind of narrative that Ochs and Capps want
to describe.
Now consider the other end of the scale, the
right-hand side more typical of living narratives.
Many tellers rather than just one. Several people try
to tell the same story, interrupting and contradicting
each other, elaborating on what one another says,
etc. The story probably focuses on surprising news
- tellable in that sense - but the news isn’t worked
out and the conversation skids into known and even
boring side-issues. The narrative is embedded in
another situation, part and parcel of what’s going
on even as it is being told, rather than a special event
where an audience sits and listens. It will be nonlinear
rather than linear, drifting and wandering around
and looping back onto itself. And all those co-tellers
may well dispute the moral evaluation of what is said
Agar

- one thinks it’s funny, another sad, a third evil, and
a fourth disgusting beyond belief.
Sensemaking lies towards this right hand
side of the scale, the ‘living’ side, unplanned and
occasioned rather than a bounded practiced performance. But that isn’t the only lesson to draw from
Ochs and Capps’s work, not to mention from the
rest of the tradition of discourse research. I want to
shift now to some consequences of the match. Of
what use is it to conclude that sensemaking is living
narrative?
Consider the hierarchical, ‘command and
control’ structures where - in the worst parody one does not speak unless spoken to, and then only
to agree with what was just said. Ochs and Capps’s
narrative dimensions help see a bit more clearly what
has to happen to open up the hierarchical controlled
space into something different.
The smooth and polished end of Ochs and
Capps’s narrative scale is more like what you’d expect in a command and control organization. One
teller runs the show. A narrative is tellable because
the teller says so. It is not embedded in what the
listener is doing - listeners stop what they’re doing
and gather around and listen. The story will be nice
and linear, the clear and certain causal analysis you’d
expect from the top of the hierarchy. The moral tone
will be clear; no ambiguity or discussion allowed.
Contrast this with a sensemaking organization. We’d hear many people collectively making the
story; we’d hear contradictions and interruptions.
Several people would be tellers. We would hear
WHOODELOLW\TXHVWLRQHGDQGMXVWLìHG(PEHGGHGQHVV
would vary. Some tellings might occur in the middle
of the situation that was the topic - “See, look at that,
what did I tell you?” Others might happen during
a break, or even in a meeting where the topic was
a featured agenda item, or maybe the agenda item.
Linearity - cause and effect and sequence - would
be a goal, not a guideline for how to reach it. And
sensemaking might end with multiple possibilities or
open questions, things to be looked for and thought
about between that telling and the next. Same with
the moral tone - disagreement and ambiguity would
abound in the beginning. In the end, rather than a
clear moral tone, it might be a “does the good outweigh the bad” kind of dilemma, maybe a dilemma
that would keep a few people awake that night,
maybe for the rest of their lives.
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Ochs and Capps take the reader through
numerous examples of living narratives in their
book. When they describe those examples, they
draw on a discourse analysis tradition in which I also
participate. This tradition offers numerous ways to
describe the details of language as it naturally comes,
details where the dimensions of narrative that Ochs
and Capps describe come to life. In the next several
sections, I’d like to introduce a few of these details
to describe more precisely what sensemaking might
look like. We now push down a level and look under
the hood.

C

RQVLGHUWKHWHOOHUVìUVW6HQVHPDNLQJLVVRFLDO
discourse, talk with others, a collective enterprise where agreement and disagreement
from participants shape the stories that emerge.
There are multiple tellers. How do they co-ordinate
what they are doing?
If we look closely, we see that some discourse
mechanisms are, in fact, about the micro-politics of
the group - who gets to tell what when? For example,
one of the foundational concepts of conversational
analysis is ‘turn-taking’. In a multi-teller conversation, no formal rules specify who speaks when. Turns
have to be negotiated.
Now imagine we look at some transcripts
of a sensemaking session. Look at the details. How
are the turns worked out? It is normal for there to be
overlaps and multiple speakers as people try to get
WKHíRRU2YHUODSVWKDWRFFXUDWoSRVVLEOHFRPSOHWLRQ
points’ are more egalitarian than a heavy-handed
takeover when a speaker is in mid-utterance. There
PD\ZHOOEHDGRPLQDQWìJXUHRUWZREXWGRWKH\
PRGHUDWH RU GR WKH\ FRQWURO"  :KR JHWV WKH íRRU
when, and once gotten, do they ever give it up?
Smooth turn-taking is diagnostic of good
sensemaking, since a characteristic of sensemaking
is multiple tellers building a story out of their different points of view. Turn-taking reveals whether the
sensemaking is a dictator looking for an audience or
a group co-operating to make sense of something.
Turn-taking might show that what is supposed to be going on is in fact the opposite of what
is actually going on. Consider the endless stream of
articles that describe how a ‘new’ management model
has failed. Typically the new model pushes in the
direction of opening up space for sensemaking in
a strongly hierarchical system. It advocates a move
away from command and control. So, one day the
new model is announced to be in place. But a close
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look shows that, in reality, hierarchy and command
and control continue when actual discourse is underway. To use Argyris’s (1993) terms, the ‘espoused
theory’ changes on the surface, but the ‘theory-inuse’ stays the same.
The contradiction between ‘espoused’ and
‘in-use’ is obvious if you look at the details. Turntaking shows that the old hierarchy still dominates.
Turn-taking control of sensemaking guarantees that
it will have none of the characteristics that it is supposed to have.
Why does the group let the dictator get away
with it? Everyone knows a new model is supposed
to be in play. One possibility is simply that the dictator is an insensitive self-centered jerk. It’s the down
side of the ‘team’ notion, one that is too infrequently
GLVFXVVHG7KDWSUREOHPFDQEHì[HGWKRXJKLWFDOOV
for an intervention, or possibly a personality transplant.
The more likely possibility is, the dictator
controls group resources and uses them to punish
those who do not stay in their subordinate role. The
dictator may well control whether or not the others
can be in the sensemaking session at all, or even
whether their employment continues. The control
PLJKWEHRIìFLDODVXSHUYLVRUVD\RULWPLJKWEH
LQIRUPDOWKHEURWKHURIWKH&(2ZRUNVLQWKHRIìFH
The power of the dictator is obvious and direct - he
RUVKHFDQLQíXHQFHRUGLUHFWO\FRQWUROZKHWKHU\RX
continue to be part of the conversation.

7XUQWDNLQJWKDWQDUURZO\GHìQHGDFDGHPLF
concept, evaluates whether there are really multiple
tellers or not. Just listen or, better, comb the details
of a transcript or two. The way turns are organized
will be a clear diagnostic of whether an organization
is co-evolving or chain-of-command.
There are other potential diagnostics as
well. Consider the adjacency pair, couplets found in
HYHU\ODQJXDJHOLNHqKRZ\RXGRLQJ"rDQGqMXVWìQH
WKDQNVr,IVRPHRQHXVHVWKHìUVWSDUWRIDQDGMDFHQF\
pair, then someone else is required to perform the
second part. If they don’t, the failure is interpreted as
a breach, an expression of bad intentions. Particularly
important here is the question/answer adjacency
pair. If someone asks a question, it sets up a linguistic imbalance that demands to be restored with an
answer. But who is asking the question? The same
person, over and over again? Perhaps many are talking during a sensemaking session, so it sounds like
multiple tellers. But if the same person is always askE:CO Vol. 7 Nos. 3-4 2005 pp. 23-34

ing a question, s/he is limiting and directing what it
is the next person can say. Q/A adjacency pairs - like
turn-taking - control the topic, and control over topic
is control over how and in what terms sense will be
made.

with the connected assumptions and shared background required to understand it. I call this mixture
‘languaculture’ (Agar, 1995). Given and new are
measured against this shared background.

N

The proper mix of given and new is a serious issue for organizational sensemaking. ‘Given’ in
one corner of the organization might well be ‘new’
in another. Tellable in one corner might be boring
in another. Sensemaking will vary depending on
the languaculture that a group of co-tellers share.
Fonseca and Lane, cited earlier, both emphasize that
a group has to be similar enough to make sense to
each other, but different enough to expand the space
of possibilities in the process of sensemaking. The
right balance must be struck.

ow let’s move from tellers to tellability,
the second narrative dimension that Ochs
and Capps describe. A traditional narrative is made to tell. It is supposed to be tellable by
GHìQLWLRQ$OLYLQJQDUUDWLYHWKRXJKKDVWRHDUQ
its tellability.
Tellability links to the question, “is it news?”
Tellable means inspired by some event that departs
from expectations, ranging from something astonishing and incomprehensible to something that was a
mild surprise. More often than not, the news is bad,
not good. To paraphrase a line from Tolstoy, happy
families are all the same, but each unhappy family is
unhappy in its own way.
If I tell a story that begins, “The funniest
thing happened this morning. I woke up, went into
the bathroom, and brushed my teeth,” I doubt that
any co-tellers within range will be inspired to join
in. The story is much too routine to be tellable. On
the other hand, if I open with “I started to brush my
WHHWKDQGWKHWRRWKSDVWHWXEHZDVIXOORIìUHDQWVr
co-tellers would jump into the story with their views
as to how and why such a thing could happen.
The occurrence of a low probability event
is high in information - it is ‘news’ - and around
this simple fact is built much of literature, the daily
paper, ethnographic method, and sensemaking. Sensemaking becomes the way that its members notice
and explain those events. This higher frequency of
surprises is a major reason why models for organizational complexity have grown in popularity. The
models - sensemaking among them - are an organizational survival strategy for an increasingly connected
world.
Where do we see tellability in discourse?
‘Tellability’ links to traditional discourse notions
of ‘given’ and ‘new’ information. Discourse has to
reach the right balance of the two, in sequences of
given and new, where the ‘given’ at time 2 might in
fact have been the ‘new’ at time 1. Too much ‘new’
and the discourse is incomprehensible; too much
‘given’ and it’s boring.

Now let’s look at ‘tellable’ from a different
angle. Say that a surprising event has produced a
tellable story, where tellable means ‘news’ to all the
participants. And say that a group of co-tellers sets
out to collectively make sense of it. Is it also a tellable
topic? Is it is something one dares say out loud? Will
the organization allow sensemaking at all?
It is now a cliché, given what we’ve learned
IURPJLDQWVVXFKDV)RXFDXOWDQGìHOGVVXFKDVFULWLFDOOLQJXLVWLFV )DLUFORXJK WRVD\WKDWWKHUH
are limits on what may be said. Ideological walls
around the tellable buttressed by power are as much
a part of an organization as they are of a society. Boje
builds his book, cited earlier, around ways to make
those walls visible by asking questions of narratives
produced inside of them.
But what are the political consequences of
using his techniques? What will be my reception in
an organization if I master and apply them? That of
the whistle-blower? Protected by law but disliked by
all? Fired but then reinstated after a long court battle?
Methods for shattering those Foucauldian barriers
are available, but the personal consequences deserve
some thought. Are ideological barriers so strong that
sensemaking requires a teller to charge single-handed
into the valley of organizational death?
Now let me bring the issue down to a more
interpersonal level. Can a teller take the tellable
‘news’ and explore it with co-tellers in any way he or
she chooses? If topics s/he wants to add to the sensemaking stew are more personal, more damaging,
more harmful, is s/he willing to say them in front
of others in the organization?

In a group who have a history, shared experiences will have produced a local ‘language’ together
Agar
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Trust is critical here (Kramer & Cook, 2004).
In an organization, trust among a group of potential
co-tellers increases what can be told and enriches the
space within which sensemaking can emerge. But
consider that a person might notice something that
is not supposed to be noticed, talk about something
that is not supposed to be talked about, offer explanations that no one else has uttered, and come to a
conclusion that might well be that the boss should be
ìUHG:K\ZRXOGDQ\RQHVD\DQ\WKLQJOLNHWKLVDWDOO"
Why take the chance? Aren’t we talking about the
whistle-blower’s fate? Only in addition to alienating
colleagues and marginalizing yourself, you give them
ammunition to destroy your career?
We know a few things about trust. We know
that it is more likely to develop in iterated rather than
one-time games, and certainly group life in an organization is iterated (Axelrod, 1997). A scheduled
sensemaking session with people who have never
dealt with each other before and never will again
would guarantee low trust, by this account. A group
that has worked together for awhile is more likely
to have established trust than a team of strangers,
though they may have established plenty of negative
things as well, like a motive for revenge.
There is some evidence that a group bonded
under shared circumstances of risk and uncertainty
will yield a higher degree of trust as well. We know
trust is supported when all parties see some purpose
or value in maintaining the relationship. A shared inFHQWLYHZKRVHDWWDLQPHQWEHQHìWVDOOZRXOGLQFUHDVH
trust. But what kind of incentive?
Tellability turns out to be a many-splenGRUHGWKLQJ,WìUVWRIDOOOLQNVWRWKHGLVFRXUVHFRQcern with the proper distribution of given and new
information. More than this, it links the ‘new’ with
the unexpected, the surprise, the out of the ordinary,
as featured in both the organizational development
work based on complexity and in the linguistic work
of Ochs and Capps. But then once a low probability
event opens up a space for multiple tellers to do some
creative sensemaking, we need to worry about the
boundaries around that space. How open is it, really?
We want new stories to emerge. Can they? Are they
allowed to?
Two major constraints here are the ideological limits and the limits set by trust within the
JURXSGRLQJWKHVHQVHPDNLQJ7KHìUVWFRQVWUDLQW
is buttressed by power, which boils down to direct
control over one’s job. The second is sanctioned by
others in the group - are they likely to use what they
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learn to advance their own interests and/or damage
the standing of others? I don’t mean to be negative
here, because the notion of innovative stories emerging from collective telling has strong appeal. But
experience tells me that the two constraints of organizational ideology and low trust tend to keep things
inside traditional topic frameworks, and as a result
keep things pretty dull and uncreative. The range
of stories that can be told, the set of the ‘possible
tellable’, is pretty limited, its walls are pretty thick,
and on the other side of those walls you’re likely to
get slapped on the wrist, or worse. Careful listening,
or reading of a transcript, will reveal whether sensemaking is able to merge with the tellable, or whether
the tellable is buried in old information or ruled out
of bounds by ideological or interpersonal fears.

N

ow to embeddedness, the third dimension
of narrative. At one end of the scale, a narrative is a special performance. The narrative is the event - people gather around to hear the
expert tell the story. But as we move to the other
end of the scale, the ‘living narrative’ end, a story
might come up while a group is doing something else.
The narrative emerges as part of some other event,
plays a role in it, and when it ends the event goes on.
/LYLQJQDUUDWLYHLVSDUWDQGSDUFHORIWKHíRZRIOLIH
unscheduled, often about the very thing that people
are doing when they tell it.
For organizational sensemaking, a story is
KLJKO\HPEHGGHGE\GHìQLWLRQ3HRSOHLQWKHRUJDnization build stories to make sense of unexpected
events that impact on the organization. Sensemaking
is part of organizational life, not a separate special
event. The most important narratives from an organizational development point of view are embedded
narratives.
A concept from the tradition of anthropological linguistics helps see the embeddedness of a
story. That concept is ‘indexicality’ (Duranti, 1997).
Indexicality ties the surface of language to context
- the people involved, the tasks they are engaged
in, their shared experiences in the organization,
virtually anything available in the moment when
discourse is produced.
The most obvious kind of indexicality occurs
with so-called ‘deixis’, the way that pronouns like
‘this’ or ‘that’ point directly to context, or the way
that words like ‘bigger’ and ‘smaller’ presuppose an
established frame of reference - “bigger or smaller
than what?” - or the way that phrases like “you
know” point to immediately relevant and shared
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background knowledge. But indexicality can also
mean the way that language points into the realm
of any ‘given’ information that a speaker assumes
that others have, any background knowledge that
results from shared experience in the organization,
or shared experience outside it. Here we link back
to the discussion of ‘given’ and ‘new’ in the previous
section.
A major problem with trendy organization
models brought in from the outside - TQM, BPR,
Six Sigma and the like - is a lack of embedding. An
outside expert comes in and presents a ‘new’ narrative of the traditional sort, a narrative at the smooth
and polished end of Ochs and Capps’s dimensions.
People gather around to hear it. But then those same
people need to embed the narrative in that particular
organization. What might that smooth and polished
narrative mean here? People in the organization have
to work it out later, if they are motivated to work it
out at all. More often than not, the original polished
narrative changes dramatically, if it survives at all.
Some short term results will occur, probably from a
Hawthorne-type effect. Some new rhetoric from the
alien narrative enters organizational discourse. But
the narrative probably does not change the organization much. Instead, the organization changes the
narrative as it embeds it. It puts the outside narrative
to uses that might in fact contradict the goals of the
RXWVLGHH[SHUWZKRìUVWSUHVHQWHGLW
Embeddedness describes a number of different connections between an organization and
sensemaking. At the narrow end, it means the way
VSHFLìFGLVFRXUVHSDUWLFOHVSRLQWGLUHFWO\WRWKHVHWting where the speaking is underway. At the broad
end, it means the way the discourse indexes a shared
background for its understanding. But in all its uses,
embeddedness asks, did the sensemaking arise as
SDUWRIWKHíRZRIDQHYHQW"2QFHDJDLQDQRXWVLGHU
can tell from the details of the language through
which sense was made.

T

he fourth dimension of narrative is linearity, a
concept that emphasizes the causal links that
glue traditional narratives together. There is
a famous line from Chekhov - if a shotgun is hangLQJRYHUWKHìUHSODFHLQ$FW,LWKDGEHWWHUJRRIIE\
Act III. Chekhov’s message is, everything that goes
into a story must play some role, from complication
through development to resolution. Point to a scene
in a story and ask, “What is this doing here?” and
there must be an answer in terms of the story as a
ZKROH$QDUUDWLYHWKHWUDGLWLRQDONLQGLVDìQHO\
crafted thing.
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Ochs and Capps compare the smooth linear
íRZRIWUDGLWLRQDOQDUUDWLYHZLWKKRZOLYLQJQDUUDWLYHVOLSVDQGVOLGHVDOORYHUWKHSODFH7KHFRQíLFW
WKH\ ZULWH LV EHWZHHQ LGHDO QDUUDWLYH  ì[HG DQG
polished - and the open-ended and contingent narrative of everyday life. They introduce the concept of
‘sideshadowing’, something typical of living narratives. Sideshadowing occurs because the tellers want
to pack in all of the experience from the situation
that is the source of the story rather than to edit and
re-shape experience into a polished narrative. Sideshadowing involves going ‘off on a tangent’, from a
traditional narrative point of view, but of ‘covering
everything that happened’, from the point of view
of those who were there.
What does this mean for sensemaking? As
Ochs and Capps suggest, we certainly don’t expect
sensemaking to be linear. Yet, as it turns out, there
are other kinds of logical links besides time and
cause.
As one example let me return to my checkHUHGSDVWZKHQ,ZRUNHGZLWKDFROOHDJXHLQDUWLìFLDO
intelligence, Jerry Hobbs, on a life history interview
I’d done in New York. One of our articles was called
“The coherence of incoherent discourse” (Hobbs &
$JDU ,WIRUHVKDGRZVWKHXVH,DPPDNLQJRI
Ochs and Capps’s book now, but with a slight twist.
The twist is, what they would call nonlinearity still
shows connections when you look closely at a transcript, utterance by utterance.
Jerry and I used the concept of ‘local coherence’ to show how this worked. The term means that
two adjacent segments in discourse have some kind
of connection, even if they don’t satisfy Chekhov’s
VKRWJXQRYHUWKHìUHSODFHWHVWHYHQLIWKH\GRQpW
play any clear role in the model of a linear narrative. Besides time and cause, there are other local
coherence relations. Some of the most important
are “explanation, semantic parallelism, elaboration,
H[HPSOLìFDWLRQFRQWUDVW DQG EDFNJURXQGr +REEV
$JDU 
In our article, we used local coherence to
show how a story worked in spite of its apparent
wandering. We looked at how topics were negotiated
and at what we called ‘associative slides’ when tellers
wander off onto a tangent. We found discontinuous
structures when tellers return to completed sections,
and we also saw what I’ll call ‘topic emergence’ as
tellers came up with a new high-level orientation to
what the story was about and therefore changed its
trajectory.
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The point of our article was twofold. First
of all, there was more to the potential ties among
elements of sensemaking than just time and cause.
Nonlinear does not mean non-coherent. The second
point was that openness and contingency were well
served rather than limited by local coherence relations.
Clearly, sensemaking will lie at the nonlinear end of Ochs and Capps’s scale. The old cliché
‘brainstorming’ means to legitimate just this kind
of talk - no holds barred, free associate, don’t worry
about the point, just let your mind go and try and
come up with some new ideas. But much of Hobbs’s
and my work on local coherence shows that ‘nonlinear’ doesn’t mean ‘random’; that close analysis of a
transcript shows a link between one utterance and
another. As psychiatrists have known for years, ‘free
association’ makes a lot of sense.
Local coherence is not always explicitly
marked with a discourse particle. But sometimes it
is. One kind of mark is those grammatical particles
usually called ‘conjunctions’, particles that show the
logical connection between one sentence and another
- ‘and’, ‘but’, ‘however’, and the like. Other particles
VLJQDO ORJLFDO íRZ OLNH oDQ\ZD\p WR PDUN D UHWXUQ
from an aside back to the narrative line the speaker
means to follow. Numerous other phrases can play
a logical connector role. “So, as I’ve just shown you”
or “let me give another example” are simple cases in
point. And other phrases or clauses can do the work
of particles like ‘anyway’, such as when a speaker says
something like “And your point is?”
Sensemaking will lie towards the nonlinear end of Ochs and Capps’s scale. But to achieve
its goals, sensemaking will unfold with competing
locally coherent sequences, a mix of linear and nonlinear, and it will offer a sequence by one teller that
will receive critical and complicating responses from
the others. Sensemaking isn’t just brainstorming,
though at times it will resemble it. It is brainstorming
constrained by and evaluated against an unexpected
event that a group is trying to understand, explain,
and act on the basis of.
An analysis of nonlinear local coherence will
reveal the paths, taken and missed, and the way the
VHQVHPDNHUVDUULYHGDWDìQDOGHVWLQDWLRQ,WZLOO
show a nonlinear logic of sensemaking.
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KH ìQDO GLPHQVLRQ RI WKH 2FKV DQG &DSSV
narrative model is moral stance. In the traditional narrative, there is usually a “moral

to the story,” though that phrase has come to mean
most any lesson one takes away, be it moral, practical or anything else. What Ochs and Capps mean is
more the traditional idea of morality, the nature of
the good - the just society, right action, the values
one lives by, the ‘ought’ rather than the ‘is’.
The problem is that the ‘evaluative structure’
of discourse is even harder to pin down than linearity
was in the preceding section. As Charlotte Linde put
it in her analysis of life stories:
“Unlike the other components of narrative structure,
the linguistic forms that express evaluative structure
CANNOT BE SPECIºED SIMPLY  SINCE EVALUATION CAN BE
indicated by a wide range of linguistic structures and
linguistic choices” (Linde, 1993: 72).
Still, there is no question that sensemaking will
reveal moral stance and disputes over which moral
stance is correct.
Adjectives carry a major moral load, as in
the old jokes of the form “I am dedicated, you are
stubborn, he is pig-headed.” But many other ways
to express moral stance are available as well. Actual
cases of sensemaking can be analyzed to show their
moral stance(s), and we expect sensemaking to show
a variety of them. As a group of tellers work to build
a sensemaking fragment that explains a surprise,
different moral stances come under discussion as
to what the surprise meant, why it happened, what
it means for the organization, and what to do about
it.
It seems immoral to allow a section on moral
stance to be so brief compared to earlier discussions
of the other dimensions of a living narrative, especially given recent spectacular cases of immoral
organizations, both private and public. But as Linde
ZURWHWKHìUVWIRXUGLPHQVLRQVRIQDUUDWLYHOLQNWR
VSHFLìF DVSHFWV RI GLVFRXUVH  0RUDO WRQH RQ WKH
other hand, pervades those aspects and most all of
the others.

L

et me review where we’ve been. This article
began with a problem: terms like ‘narrative’
and ‘story’ are pretty confusing for a person
who grew up in linguistic anthropology, where both
those terms have been used in a variety of ways for a
century or so. The confusion gets in the way of the
goals of this special issue, not to mention a current
interest of mine, namely, to wonder what language
would look like inside an organization that sees itself
as participant in a complex coevolutionary system.
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,WULHGWRìWWKHWHUPVWRWKHJRDOVZLWKWKH
following steps. First of all, Peter Lynch’s (1994)
popular use of ‘story’ to guide new investors served
as an informal and accessible example to narrow the
focus, and Weick’s (1995) concept of ‘sensemaking’
brought story construction as a process into the realm
of organizational research and practice. We ended up
with sensemaking as a particular form of language, an
in media res story that used narrative time and cause
to make sense of a surprising event.

Discourse analysis, of the sort introduced
in this article, lays out many of the devices by which
sensemaking is constructed. But work remains to
show the different shapes those devices take in the
context of different languages and different histories.
Sensemaking now needs to be considered in light of
RWKHU ìHOGV VXFK DV VHFRQG ODQJXDJH OHDUQLQJ DQG
intercultural communication. But that is a job for
another day.

The next step took us into the recent work on
‘living narrative’ by Ochs and Capps (2001). Their
ìYHGLPHQVLRQVRIQDUUDWLYHKHOSHGSODFHRXUPRUH
precise notion of sensemaking in a larger context
that showed what it was and how it differed from
other language forms, including the more traditional
idea of narrative as a polished and coherent performance.
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,QWKHìQDOVWHSZHORRNHGDWVRPHRIWKH
VSHFLìFGHYLFHVIURPWKHWUDGLWLRQRIGLVFRXUVHDQDO\sis that allow us to listen to an actual conversation
or look at a transcript and evaluate whether or not it
was in fact an example of sensemaking. That exercise
opens a relationship between discourse analysis and
organizational research and practice, particularly
for those interested in evaluating discourse for its
ìW ZLWK LGHDV DERXW WKH RUJDQL]DWLRQ DV D FRPSOH[
coevolutionary system.
The steps were taken quickly to cover a substantial amount of territory. Each of them deserves
more treatment and discussion. But with any luck
the confusion over ‘narrative’ and ‘story’ with which
the article started is a little less severe and the steps
taken will serve as a useful guide. If nothing else, the
article should show that complexity can be found
in the details of talk among people who bring the
organization to life.
Should this approach to narrative and story
be useful, a next major step will involve linguistic
YDULDWLRQVDPRQJWKHVSHFLìFGLVFRXUVHGHYLFHVGHVFULEHGKHUH7XUQWDNLQJWKHìUVWH[DPSOHXVHG
under ‘tellers’ - always appears, wherever you go,
since turns have to be negotiated in living narrative
construction. But the way that turn-taking works
varies from group to group. Turn-taking in Washington DC, where I lived for many years, is a different
breed of cat from turn-taking in New Mexico, where
I live now. And shifting from American English to
Mexican Spanish involves changes in turn-taking as
well. And these examples are just the start of a very
long list.
Agar
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